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NEWS RELEASE
CASCADIA CONSUMER ELECTRONICS ANNOUNCES THE APPOINTMENT OF MR. GALEN CHENG
AS AN INDEPENDENT BOARD MEMBER AND AUDIT COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN

VANCOUVER, B.C. – May 28, 2018 - Cascadia Consumer Electronics Corp. (the “Company” or “Cascadia”)
(CSE: CK) is pleased to announce the appointment of Mr. Galen Cheng as the Company’s independent
Board member. Mr. Cheng will also replace Mr. Danny Deng to join the Company’s Audit Committee and
serve as its Chairman while Danny Deng will remain as the Chairman of the Board.
Mr. Galen Cheng is a successful serial entrepreneur with a proven track record in different industries.
Galen’s latest creation is a vacation rental platform utilizing blockchain technology called Cozystay Holiday
Inc., at which Galen is the founder and CEO. In addition, Galen is also a seasoned investor and has been
an active investor for more than 15 years in many private and publicly listed companies especially in the
mining industries. Galen graduated from Taiyuan University of Technology with a Bachelor of Applied
Science (B.A.Sc.) majored in Electrical and Electronics Engineering.
“We are very pleased to have Mr. Galen Cheng joining our Board and served as the Company’s
independent Board member. I am sure Galen will contribute significantly to the governance of the
Company. Galen’s current involvement in applying blockchain technology in the vacation rental platform
is an excellent demonstration on how blockchain can potentially disrupt many different industries.” stated
Rachel Wang, President, CEO and Director of Cascadia.

About Cascadia
Listed on the Canadian Securities Exchange (CSE: CK) and headquartered in Vancouver, BC, Cascadia is a
technology company operating from both Vancouver Canada and Beijing China.
For further information, please contact:
Cascadia Consumer Electronics Corp.
Rachel Wang
President and Chief Executive Officer
info@cascadiacorp.com
www.cascadiacorp.com
Disclaimer for Forward-Looking Information
All statements, other than statements of historical fact, included herein are forward-looking statements
that are subject to risks and uncertainties. Forward-looking statements are often, but not always,
identified by the use of words such as “seek”, “anticipate”, “believe”, “plan”, “estimate”, “expect”, “likely”
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and “intend” and statements that an event or result “may”, “will”, “should”, “could” or “might” occur or
be achieved and other similar expressions. Forward-looking statements in this news release include
statements regarding the expected use of proceeds from the Financing and the Company’s intention to
file a listing statement with the CSE. Forward-looking statements are subject to business and economic
risks and uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual results of operations to differ materially
from those contained in the forward-looking statements, including, without limitation, adverse market
conditions, the CSE may not approve the Financing, and such other factors beyond the control of the
Company. Forward-looking statements are based on estimates and opinions of management at the date
the statements are made. The Company does not undertake any obligation to update forward-looking
statements except as required by applicable securities laws. Investors should not place undue reliance on
forward-looking statements.
The CSE does not accept responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of the contents of this news release.
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